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Teaching Afro’Dance at
the Alvin Ailey Extension

for popular brands such as Nutella, Levi’s, Universal, MTV, NBC, and Snapchat to name 
a few.

Kaba is proud of the work she has accomplished in her career, especially the ability to 
spread her culture through dance and develop another generation of artists. Commenting 
on her recent endeavor, Kaba said, “It is an honor to be given the opportunity to teach 
Afro’Dance at Ailey Extension. This is an amazing recognition and one that I don’t take 
lightly.” The “Afrobeats” movement is gaining more momentum in the United States 
and all over the world. This attention in the mainstream music industry, with artists 
such as WizKid and Yxng Bane, is allowing this dance platform to grow even further. 
She is honored to continue to bring it to the forefront in New York City as part of the Ailey 
Extension. Class tickets are $22. 

To learn more about Afro’Dance please visit: 
https://www.aileyextension.com/classes/afrodance-0. 

Visit here to learn more about the instructor, Angel Kaba: 
https://www.stepsnyc.com/faculty/bio/Angel-Kaba.

Be sure to follow Angel Kaba’s journey on Instagram at @angelkaba.
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Angel Kaba, an international creative director and 
choreographer based out of New York City, has been hired by 

the Ailey Extension. Every Monday, since April 1st  of 2019, 
at 6pm Kaba teaches a new Afro’Dance class. Kaba’s class 

combines a mix of both street dance and a new generation 
of African influences stemming from The Congo, Angola, 

and the Ivory Coast. Urban street styles are also integrated 
into her teaching style to provide a more modern flare 

and creative flexibility.

After starting ballet at only 6 years old, Kaba was 
immediately drawn to dance as a form of art and a 
way to express herself. Growing up, Kaba studied 
music theory and theater at the Music Academy 
of Brussels and later graduated with honors in 
Marketing. From there, Kaba went on to start 
working on her first musical, “Elya’s Dream.” 

She has been internationally recognized 
and has won several awards for her 

dancing and choreography.

Kaba has dedicated her life to teaching 
dance to all generations of dancers 
all over the world from the United 
States, to Belgium, Germany, Poland, 
France, Congo DRC, Martinique, 
Cuba, and more. She comes highly 

recommended by her students and 
shares the same passion for teaching 
them. Kaba remarked, “I just love seeing 
how dance can transform people’s lives. 
It’s extremely rewarding to teach people 
the freeing feeling that dance creates. I have 
worked very hard to chase my dreams and, as 

both an immigrant and an African Caribbean 
woman, this journey hasn’t always been easy, but 
it’s definitely been worth every step.”

Kaba is very well-known and respected in the music 
industry. Her work has been seen across many different 
styles of music and dance. She has collaborated with artists such 
Rihanna, Coolio, Alfonso Ribeiro, Kayne West, Taye Diggs and 

more. She has also been involved in notable performances and danced 

EDITOR’S PICK: Angel Kaba 



Ele Jane is celebrating 2 years as a hairstylist at Naturalz 
Salon located on the West End of Atlanta, Georgia. She 
had a passion for hair and the beauty industry since she 
was a teen. At 42, she is finally pursuing a life long 
dream. Ele enjoys pampering and beautifying her 
clients. Her motto is “Clients Matter.” After being a 
married, stay-at-home mother of 4 for 12+ years, 
Ele is back doing what she loves, learning and 
growing every day. Her passion for locs inspired 
her to create the Instagram page @LocLovin. 
She saw all of the natural hair pages popping 
up but none that really celebrated locs, so 
she created her own. It has become a hub 
for loc appreciation globally. Follow 
Ele’s journey as a stylist on Instagram at 
@EleJaneStylez, her Loc appreciation 
page at @LocLivin, and the salon she 
works from at @NaturalzSalon!

Stylist | Ele Jane - @loclivin
Naturalz Salon - @naturalzsalon

675 Metropolitan Pkwy, Suite 4132
Atlanta, GA 30310

Royal | Jane Denise - @jane_denise

Hair 
Feature

Community 
Spotlight: 
Thando Kafele 

Thando Kafele possesses a clarity of vision for natural 
hair well-suited for the high priests of the old African religions. 
Quite simply, he is a revolutionary, a natural hair guru who has been 
engaged in liberating natural hair for 25 years. Clients do not sit for hair 
appointments with him; they sit for spiritual transformation, ancestral divination, 
and wholesome reparations for the scalp. He works magic to say the least, reimagining 
chair time as an opportunity to instill African magnificence in his clients. A visible yet 
unassuming presence, Kafele projects an ancestral omnipotent majesty. He makes you feel at ease 
immediately with his broad grin and deep dimples, however you also glimpse his sacred energy. His 
hands are fleshy and dense, well suited for untangling, weaving, loc’ing, braiding, parting, organizing, and 
oiling tendrils and tresses.  His mantra ,“Natural hair is not just about style; it’s about health,” is a reflection 
of the ways in which his practice is a site for total healing. He follows the long tradition of West African 
spiritual practices that recognize the head and the crown as sources of the Divine. These ancestral spiritual 
practitioners knew well the significance of the crown; they saw hair as an adornment to the psychic and 
spiritual energies that protect and nurture the body, and, as such, hair required particular attention by 
anointed hands. Kafele’s stylings are imbued with wisdom, meaning, and power; they are only legible to 
those who have been initiated into the visual politics of the Afro-centric. They are regal signifiers from the 
African past with messages of ethnic pride. They are meant to be donned unapologetically with dignity. As 
his clientele continues to grow, Kafele reminds us that the revolution will not be texturized. 
See how Kafele’s hands have blessed 4 crowns in “Loc’d Gods” on page 14.
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Being holistic ain’t nothing new! I’m not talking 
about way back when ancestors called trees by 
first names and the people could fly. I mean all 
along it’s been right in our face. Let’s look at 
the actual definition of “holistic.” According 
to the Cambridge Dictionary, holistic is an 
adjective that means “relating to the whole of 
something or to the total system instead of just 
to its parts.” With that as a definition, it’s easy 
to see that the colonial nations of Europe have 
used a holistic approach to domination. Every 
melanin-identified person in America can 
tell you that this system knows how to attack 
holistically, through government, food, water, 
air, media, entertainment, sex, conversation, 
education, religion, diseases, medicine, 
torture, etc. That is holistic death!

The melanin people in America share an 
underlying truth that it doesn’t matter where 
you’re from, what language(s) you speak, 
how rich you are, or what your position is, 
if you Black you Black. But it’s a reactionary 
realization that requires a threat to become 
motive. Melanin people in America suffer 
from collective apathy. That comes from 
enduring the prolonged effects of holistic hate. 
It is the result of watching the majority (if not 
every single person) from your group who 
achieves some level of success be attacked, 
either covertly or overtly, for generations. It is 
the concentrated product of squeezing us all 
into one box and stripping everything away 
meaningful, leaving only one certainty: Black, 
with every negative association attached. What 
we call “racism” is holistic exclusion, from our 
particular group’s perspective. Another group 
would call it sexism, ageism, etc. 

The nature of the western approach to other 
cultures is exclusionism. It manifests by 
excluding along any discernible difference: 

sex, gender, color, religion, political 
view, etc. Because of this, we have 
said that it is about dividing. However 
I would point out that it is about the 
unity of white male dominance, which 
is essentially a holistic approach to survival in 
a hostile environment of scarcity.

The basic orientation of the western psyche 
is “there is always a problem.” They even say 
it’s a law: “Whatever can go wrong, will.” It 
shows up in the language quite often. That is 
born from a paradigm that there isn’t enough 
for everybody, and somebody wants what 
we have. Moors, Native Americans, traitors, 
communists, socialists, terrorists, immigrants, 
Jews, niggers… there’s always some bad guy 
out there trying to destroy the white way of 
life. But the twist of the European construct 
is that if there is no problem, they will create 
one. Their psyche demands one in order 
to function, or else they feel useless. They 
now know that if they create the problem on 
purpose, they can also create the hero. Holistic 
fear mongering.

White male domination is only a trump card in 
a scarce, harsh environment. That means they 
will try to make and keep every environment 
hostile in order to obtain and stay in power. 
Just like the military industrial complex 
after the “world wars.” They realized peace 
isn’t good for business, so they needed to 
manufacture reasons to keep their machinery 
in operation. So we have wars against concepts 
now, not even actual places. Similar to how the 
economy is now based on financial concepts 
(credit, debt), not actual tangible resources 
(gold, sliver); unless you count the people 
themselves as backing the currency (e.g. social 
security number). Holistic exploitation.

By  Jashua Sa’Ra
HOLISTIC DESTRUCTION
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dCarrie is figuring things out one adventure at a time, occasionally sharing with the interwebs. Find her at 
youtube.com/c/dCarrieTV and on social media at @_dcarrie.

Summer vacation is upon us, and many 
are anxiously awaiting some time off 
and away from home. Finances, time, 
experiences, and a host of other factors 
often determine where we go when we 

get away. What we’re not gonna do is harshly 
judge people based on where they go. 

Miami. Las Vegas. Atlanta. The Black American 
travel trifecta. Memorial Day Weekend swings 
our way every year, and we all saw the friends 
who updated their feeds with pics from one 
of these locations. And there’s nothing wrong 
with that. Travel is travel. Hear me again. 
TRAVEL. IS. TRAVEL. I want us all to leave 
the country and explore far away destinations 
that our imaginations can only be stretched 
by, but I don’t want travelers who choose 
domestic destinations to be ostracized from 
the travel table. I personally make a point of 
not counting anyone’s money but my own. 
I also make sure I spend the majority of 
my time not judging people who make 
decisions differently than I do.

I didn’t leave the country until I 
turned 31. Before then, I only 
traveled to visit friends and 
family along the east coast. 
I could have just as easily 
been being judged by 
a seasoned world 
traveler for being 
excited for my 
third trip 
to New 

Orleans. I mastered the art of traveling to 
places where I didn’t have to pay for lodging 
or transportation. Before leaving the country, 
everywhere I visited had someone willing to 
welcome me into their home for an extended 
period of time. This fit perfectly into my tiny 
little budget and allowed me to see places 
outside of my own neighborhood. 

Our country is full of beautiful places to see 
and experience. Many of us have desirable 
destinations right in our backyard that we 
can easily miss trying to see the ones nine 
houses down.  Every person’s story starts and 
ends differently. Everyone has a different 
comfort level with travel, possible reasons for 
staying close, financial limitations, or other 
factors as part of the destination decision 
making process. Whether people decide 
to stay stateside because they don’t have a 
frame of reference for foreign destinations 

or because of a host of other reasons, you 
telling them they can pop bottles in Cuba 

for less than they are in Miami with an 
entitled attitude isn’t likely to be the 

motivating force for them to leave 
the country.   

Be sure to check out dCarrie 
every Thursday on her 

travel podcast Travel 
N Sh!t on iTunes, 

Spotify, iHeartRadio 
and SoundCloud!

By  dCarrieWHAT WE’RE NOT GONNA DO - TRAVEL EDITION
Solo TravelWHAT I CAN OFFER:
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Janelle Naomi is a passionate educator of ten years who has taught in preschool, elementary school, and middle school. 

Everything about you can be defined in a 
single strand of your hair. Hair represents 
beauty, virility, and is often a symbol of good 
health and wisdom. Our hair defies gravity 
and is a visual factor of our otherworldliness, 
our supernaturalness, our power. We have 
been taught that in order to move forward in 
this life, our hair must be altered to satiate the 
tastes of others. While we have done much to 
progress past that falsity and know that our 
hair is beautiful and should be celebrated, 
there are still reminders of the past that haunt 
us from the classroom to the board room.

Last December, someone shared with me 
the viral video of a New Jersey high school 
student and wrestler having his locs cut before 
a wrestling match. This outraged me, but I 
felt like I was remembering something from a 
distant past. I thought of government boarding 
schools that would cut the hair of Indigenous 
People and give them their “Christian 
names” while teaching them to disown their 
language, culture, and Spirituality; I thought 
of Rastafarians, Leviticus 21:5, and the Bible 
banning a man from balding his hair; I 
thought of the military and prisons mandating 
people to cut their hair despite their religions; 
I thought of how aspiring priests and priestess 
of Ifa cut their hair before entering ritual to 
their own priesthood. But more than anything, 
I thought of what is defined by our hair.

Our hair, for centuries, has been policed and 
politicized in this country. Said to be objects 
of offense and disgust, society dictated that 
our hair needed to be groomed, shaped, cut, 
processed, and made permanently (perm) 
different from the way that it grew from our 
scalps. So much so, that the rules in schools 
and dress codes at jobs would not allow us 
to work and wear our hair the way it grew 

from our pores. School is a training ground 
for the world, a microcosm of the society we 
have created for ourselves and our children. 
Schools replicate the rules of the places we 
expect our children to go to. Many schools 
are more closely representing a replication of 
spaces where the children we send there will 
not be able to be who they are fully, naturally, 
powerfully.

Our children go to schools to learn, grow, 
and ultimately be victorious for themselves 
and their communities. The Black wrestler 
was hyped up by a teammate while getting his 
hair hacked off. The wrestler won the match, 
and when he exited the mat he was celebrated 
by his teammates. Of course he won, but 
was he victorious? True victory comes from 
community and upliftment of the power that 
we hold, literally from the hairs on our head 
to the soles of our feet. True victory from 
the classroom to the boardroom is aligned 
with high energy spirals that spring from the 
crowns of our head to the heavens, to The 
Most High. We continue to celebrate with our 
children their beautiful hair and we continue 
to redefine the spaces we enter with the hair 
that grows from our head. Schools must be a 
place where all who enter are given the tools 
to be victorious. Encourage the youth in your 
life to wear their hair as if it is their victory, 
because it is, by its very definition.

By  Janelle Naomi

BLACK HAIR IN SCHOOLS
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Imagine going to lunch one day and within two hours 
of eating, you start throwing up incessantly. The next 
day you don’t feel any better and decide to go to the 
emergency room. You think you have food poisoning 
thus you tell them you have food poisoning when 
you check into the hospital. After hours of testing 
(incredibly invasive testing at that) they tell you that 
your left ovary is twisted around itself and you need 
surgery…NOW! 

 
I had a torsed ovary as a result of PCOS (polycystic ovary syndrome) that I had been diagnosed 
with a few years ago. While I was told about the syndrome, I was not told that there was a 
possibility that the weight of the cysts could cause the ovary to rotate and eventually wrap 
around itself. So, a laparoscopic surgery had to be done to untwist the ovary and determine if 
it would be fine, need to be biopsied, or need to be removed. All this information came at me 
within a minute. The words I heard were “surgery,” “biopsy,” “cancerous”, then it all got fuzzy. It 
was exactly like what happens in the movies when someone is receiving bad news -- you hear part 
of it, then all you can hear is your heartbeat in your ears and the sound of the person’s voice just 
fading into a distance. I had to decide if I was going to move forward with the recommendation 
for surgery immediately or wait to see if the pain would resolve itself. Since I’d still have to deal 
with the issue eventually, I decided to have the surgery. A few hours later, I was taken into a very 
cold room with very bright lights, and about seven doctors with masks were waiting for me. 
They all introduced themselves even though I couldn’t see their full faces. One of them came to 
my side and told me I could squeeze her hand if I was nervous; she could sense how terrified I 
was. They put an air mask on my face and before I could panic, I was knocked out.
 
I woke up groggy and sore, looked down at my stomach to see a large bandage covering my 
belly button and a band aid covering small incisions near each hip bone. A woman comes in 
and starts telling me about the surgery. I remember hearing “good news we were able to untwist 
your ovary and everything is fine.” I was discharged within an hour. Recovery was a bitch. I was 
down physically and mentally, just feeling blindsided by it all. Over a month later, the incisions 
still felt tender at times and served as a reminder of how fragile the body is. When I went for 
my follow up appointment, turns out they removed the ovary, which was not clearly indicated 
on any discharge paperwork. I was so confused but nothing shocked me anymore at that point. 
I absorbed the information and just wanted to know what’s next. 
 
It’s important to know about symptoms because we don’t always pay attention to our bodies or 
know what they are trying to tell us. I had felt that pain before and it was triggered by emotional 
stress. It’s like the ovary was throbbing and trying to escape through my side but, at that time, 
I did not know this was an ovary problem. When I went to the ER 2 years prior, they did not 
find a problem. I was given pain drugs and sent off. 
 
What I’ve learned in the past few years, and even more so after this experience, is how many 
women are affected by issues with reproductive organs from fibroids to endometriosis to 

By Melissa Lamarre

WHEN YOUR BODY TURNS AGAINST YOU: 
THE BLACK WOMAN’S HEALTH PLIGHT
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WE ARE GLOBALLY EMBRACING OUR HAIR AS IT GROWS FROM OUR HEADS TOWARDS 
THE SUN. WE ARE ACKNOWLEDGING THE COMMITMENT AND DEDICATION REQUIRED 
TO MAINTAIN LOCS. WE ARE “LOC LIVIN.” THESE ARE OUR COLLECTIVE STORIES.
ROYAL | CHRIS NV - @THEBLACKFABIO
PHOTOGRAPHY | NAYMARIE - IAMNAYMARIE
MAKEUP | COCO - @__BRUSHQUEEN
ADORNMENTS & HAIR | UNIQUELYWIREDM - @UNIQUELYWIREDM

LOC LIVIN
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VOL 19 MODEL CONTEST WINNER
Royal | Layla James - @theelocsmith

Photography | NayMarie - @iamnaymarie
Makeup | Coco - @__brushqueen

Adornments & Hair | @Uniquelywiredm
Wardrobe | @ItesInt

VOL 19 MODEL CONTEST WINNER
Royal | Jair Edwards - 
@_emeraldphoenix_
Photography | NayMarie - @iamnaymarie
Makeup | Coco - @__brushqueen
Adornments & Hair | @Uniquelywiredm
Wardrobe | @ItesInt
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GLOWING



Photographer | Theresa Butts of T. Reichert 
Photography - @treichertphotography

Mother & Makeup | Kareema Workman
Baby | Kyndall Workman

Concept & Photography - AJ Browne for 
Bymsha Browne Photography - 
@BymshaBrownePhotography

Royal | Valerie “LocStar” Gelin - @_locstar
Loctician | Aria Bynoe - @locs_by_aria

Makeup | Schanica Pickens - 
@schanicapickensbeauty

Wardrobe | Afropolitan Boutique - 
@afropolitan247

Accessories | Murielle Jewelry Collections - 
@muriellemondesir

Stylist | TC Browne - @bymshagirl

WALK IN ROYAL
PROTECTIVE



Jashua Sa-Ra is a communications artist that uses hosting, writing, graphic design, wholistic healing, and workshops to 
contribute to a healthy functioning community. www.JASHUASARA.com | @Earthiopian

Going back to our original definition, holistic is not about focusing on the parts, it’s about 
the whole. The ingenuity of the European model is using a holistic approach that allows no 
entry point for outsiders, while simultaneously seducing everyone to join. That gives them the 
ultimate bargaining chip when dealing with any melanated person: access. Humans are born 
with the desire to fulfill their greatness. By placing people in a system that holistically restricts 
that, it causes perpetual internal angst. The only supported escape mechanism being controlled 
by the captors, effectively gives them the dual position of captor and savior. A savior that says 
there’s not enough salvation to go around. There are those so driven to despair by poverty 
(physical or spiritual), that they forget the collective, and seek the survival of self. Those are 
the ones who become agents against our own people. To ensure we never claim victory, use 
distrust to make the group think individually, and reward those who do it best. It is a poison, 
that effectively makes you think that the only way to cure yourself is to get more poison. I feel 
rejected, so let me find something to reject.

If we were to establish our holistic approach to Afrakan sovereignty, and exclude any and 
everything that does not contribute to it, then we would certainly arrive at that destination. 
There was recently a show where a rapper decided to only buy from Black businesses for three 
days straight. It underlined how difficult it would be at our current rate of production to 
sustain ourselves. So then let us take the time to really move our people forward by creating 
buying groups amongst friends and family. Research Black businesses together and make 
lists of everything that you can get from Black companies. Buy in bulk together. Help get 
the products in your local shops. Become holistic about how we handle our Black economy. 
Holistic about how we educate Black children. Holistic about how we connect with the spiritual 
aspect of life. Holistic about how we protect ourselves, physically and energetically. We have 
to first holistically embrace ourselves, and stop rejecting any of us until all of us are enjoying 
liberation. No more cancelling each other… we have to take each other into healing spaces. 
When a dollar is wrinkled and won’t slide into a vending machine, we do our best to straighten 
it out, not throw it away. And if it still doesn’t work, we put it back in our pocket for later. We 
have to value each other that way. Holistically.

Holistic Destruction (Continued from Page 10) 2 0

Photographer | @directedbyskin
Royal | @ayooooqp

Wardrobe | Immortal Ink - @black_cholo

Photographer | NayMarie - @iamnaymarie
Royal | Fun - @iloveyoufun
Makeup | DC - @dcwerkzz

ROOTED. Photography | Sasha J. Photography
Royals | Chrisandra MissCurve Wells & Marcus Richards

Loctician, Makeup & Styling | Sasha’s Uzuri

http://www.JASHUASARA.com


Delliz K. Hazell is a culinary mastermind fluent in vegan, organic, kosher, and gluten free cuisine. Her plates and desserts 
are not only gorgeous to look at, but pleasing to your mouth and fuel for your body. To hire Delliz for your private 
chef, catering, or consultation needs, or to just follow her cooking journey, visit her website www.DellizHazell.com!

Follow Chef Delliz on IG 
@chefdellizhazell!

Ingredients:
1 package firm tofu cubed
2 cups broccoli florets (cut into bite sized 
pieces)
1 cup cauliflower florets (cut into bite sized 
pieces)
1 cup sliced bell peppers
2 tbsp Garam Masala seasoning
3 tbsp tomato paste
1 5oz can coconut milk
olive oil; salt and pepper to taste

Recipe:
1. Drain tofu and place on paper towel until 
excess liquid is removed. (I usually sandwich 

the Tofu between two pieces of paper towel 
and then I place something heavy on top to 
squeeze out the excess liquid.)
2. In a hot skillet with olive oil, brown the tofu 
on both sides and set aside.
3. Add olive oil, tomato paste, Garam Masala, 
half of coconut milk to the pan and bring to a 
light simmer.
*You may add more coconut milk if you desire 
a creamier sauce.
4. Add vegetables and cook until tender. 
5. Stir in tofu and season sauce with salt, 
pepper, and fresh cilantro.
Serve with rice or enjoy with your grain of 
choice.

TIKKA MASALA

with Delliz theChef
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Taji Mag: What inspires you to stay fit? 
Stanley Washington: My biggest inspiration that I 
have is my children. Both of my daughters run track, 
so I feel like leading by example shows them how 
to walk the path. I grew up playing sports, being 
active and working out was a norm for me. Now, 
fitness is how I take care of my family - I’m an 
independent personal trainer. Being in shape is 
part of marketing in this business. I’ve also been 
able to land roles in movies and modeling events. 
TM: What does your diet generally consist of ? 
SW: When it comes to eating, I like to practice my 
good habits more than my bad habits. I believe 
diets are temporary so I like to say whatever 
you do should be a lifestyle. I generally eat 
lots of vegetables with almost every meal. 
I usually start my day with fruit. It’s called 
breakfast because you’re “breaking your fast”. 
Those natural sugars provide great energy to 
start the day. I’ve been doing research on 
Dr. Sebi and I’ve learned that natural foods 
are essential to our overall health.
TM: What does self-care look like for 
you? SW: Aside from being in shape and 
well-groomed, I feel our mental health 
is very important. Self-care starts in the 
mind. For our own sanity, we should have 

positive outlooks on whatever it is we want out of life. Of course it’s easier said than done 
because society sets certain standards that don’t enrich our mental state. Mental health is so 
important. If the mind isn’t in sync with the body, then taking care of yourself will be a much 
harder task. I make sure I take time for myself to do something that I truly love. Exercise just 
happens to be one of them. I meditate daily when I wake up. Before I go to sleep every night, I 
make sure I read for at least 30 minutes. 
TM: What is one exercise that you love and what is one that you have to pep talk yourself 
through?  SW: Bench press is most guys favorite and also one of mine. When people see that 
you exercise the first thing that they ask is “how much you bench?” I must mentally prep myself 
when I do squats. It’s my favorite of all of the exercises, but it’s one of the toughest. The music 
has to be right so I can warm up and properly execute. 
TM: What do you enjoy doing when you’re not working out? SW: I spend lots of time performing 

at open mics throughout New York. I’m very active in my community, attending 
community board meetings, but mostly I spend time with my children. My kids are 
heavily into sports so they keep my time occupied.
Keep up with Stanley’s endeavors on IG at @iamstanwash!
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Photo by NayMarie, Locs Styled by Thando Kafele, Wardrobe & Styling 
by BDCbyBDC and Kalito, Direction by Roielle Eros

http://www.DellizHazell.com


Precious Bartending, LLC is an event staffing agency that provides bartenders, wait 
staff, event security, and photography. They service New York, New Jersey, Delaware, 
Philadelphia, and Connecticut. Their goal is to relieve their clients of any stress to 
ensure they enjoy their event to the fullest. Their team of highly skilled bartenders add 
a much sought after touch. They also offer beverage consultation (proper budgeting, 
portion control, inventory lists, purchase efficiency), cocktail conceptualization, and product 
delivery. They have worked events from 20 people to 2000 and of all types including weddings, 
corporate, birthdays, baby showers, and networking events. 

Visit www.preciousbartending.com for more information! | FB & IG @preciousbartendingllc

Taji Mag Black Business Grant Winner
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PCOS. My personal story has always been 
one of challenge as I have always had an 
irregular menstrual cycle and no real answers 
as to why those problems existed. I was put 
on birth control at 15 years old to regulate my 
menstruation, but eventually that resulted in 
me not having a cycle if I wasn’t on some form 
of hormonal birth control.
 
After doing some research on PCOS, I started 
to learn some of the possible root causes for 
the syndrome -- genetics, hormones, and 
insulin levels. Now it’s on me to figure out 
what applies to me and how I may work to 
remedy that. From hormones to nutrition, 
what are we taught? How do we know if we’re 
doing enough to keep it all balanced? I’ve 
come a long way when it comes to healthy food 
choices but I still have work to do. My plan is 
to work with a nutrition specialist on a plan to 
evaluate my insulin levels and diet. I believe 
in using a combination of clinical and holistic 
medicine: I think doctors and hospitals are 
helpful with testing and diagnosing problems 
and holistic doctors/practitioners can help 
figure out solutions that incorporate natural 
remedies and medication if needed. Once I 
have more information about potential causes, 
I can create an action plan to do my part to 
ensure I do not have another experience like 
this again.
 
Black women’s reproductive health is a major 
concern in the U.S. We are now hearing more 
about birth mortality rates and how ineffective 
the health care system has been to us. I 
personally do not know ANY Black women 
who do not have some kind of reproductive 
organ issue. THAT IS INSANE! Why have 
our bodies turned against us? I imagine that 
our lack of control over our food and water 
supply is a major root factor. Our bodies 

absorb so much that we can’t even detect, but 
as we find our options to deal with the food 
problems, awareness of how these “lady part” 
disorders (as I call them) begin can be another 
preventative step.  

There is some progress on the horizon as 
Black women entrepreneurs are taking matters 
into our own hands to create resources and 
solutions for each other. One example is 
BUPeriod, a lifestyle brand that provides 
educational workshops on best menstrual 
health practices. They are currently developing 
(in partnership with Cornell University) a 
smart menstrual pad for women who may have 
issues managing difficult periods. The smart 
pad’s release is projected for 2020. We should 
also support organizations who are working 
to create childbirth and education alternatives 
for us, like Ancient Song Doula Services in 
Brooklyn, whose mission is dedicated to 
“community, advocacy, reproductive/birth 
justice and education.” They aim to tackle 
some of the issues affecting communities of 
color and provide services including childbirth 
education classes and doula services for home 
births. These women powered businesses, 
among others, are doing their part to address 
our health concerns. It is important that 
we support them by sharing information, 
engaging their services, purchasing their 
products, and even reaching out to them to 
see how we can donate our time or barter 
services. Community support is needed for 
the economic, educational, and health changes 
we want to see.   

BUPeriod | www.buperiod.com for newsletter 
subscription and updates | IG: @bueriod

Ancient Song Doula Services | 7 Marcus 
Garvey Blvd Suite 436/437, Brooklyn, NY 

When Your Body Turns Against You (Continued from Page 11)
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Mel is a serial entrepreneur by nature, starting her first business at 15 years old. In 2015, she founded Mel’s Butter Blends, 
a natural haircare and skincare collection. She now spends her time growing Mel’s Butter Blends and Workaholix Media 
Consulting and blogging about entrepreneurship, culture, and travel. | www.workaholixconsulting.com

http://www.preciousbartending.com
http:// www.buperiod.com
http://instagram.com/bueriod
http://www.workaholixconsulting.com


Nina K Naturals

NinaK Naturals is manufacturing organic beauty products that are natural, hypoallergenic 
paraben-free, and affordable. Their shampoos, conditioners, detanglers and more provide an 
alternative to synthetic, chemical-based cosmetics. As more and more research emerges on 
the potential health risks associated with the use of synthetic chemicals in cosmetics, natural 
alternatives are becoming increasingly popular among both men and women. Studies show that 
organic cosmetic products are generally less allergenic, not directly linked to the development 
of any health conditions, and can provide essential nutrients that naturally improve the 
appearance of hair and skin. The products developed by NinaK Naturals are completely free 
of parabens and phthalates, two compounds which have been shown to disrupt the natural 
hormonal balance and increase the risk of developing hormone-receptor-positive cancers.

Nina K, founder and owner, said that the idea for the creation of her own line of products came 
from her experience with her and her sisters’ long hair. Unsatisfied with available cosmetics, 
she created her own natural hair treatment based on organic ingredients. Her new interest has 
also led to the development of an entire line of hair and skin care and other beauty products.

“I want women to feel beautiful and natural. I 
want us to nurture our natural hair and fully 
embrace our natural beauty because we are all 
beautiful, inside out”, said Nina. “My hope is 
that using these natural products and tending 
to our hair will allow us be more confident and 
more accepting of the beauty we’ve been blessed 
with.”

Nina is also the auto-biographical author of 
The Blossoming of the Sacred Lotus. Learning 
and growing are aspects of life Nina is just 
perfecting. She has gone through flames and 
come out victorious. Through the obstacles, 
hurdles, and challenges life has thrown in her 
path, she had to learn to be self-sufficient. 
Now she takes stock of the girl she was and 
the woman she has become. Did her trials 
bend beyond her recognition? Did the curve 
balls destroy the foundation of her very being? 
Nina’s riveting story shows a flawed person’s 

perspective on losing ground, gaining it, and finding strength. It shows the value of family and 
forgiveness. It shows the struggle one goes through to get total redemption and to find faith in 
the most desolate of hearts. Her biography affirms that it is possible to find strength again. It 
is possible to dig deep and find hope when it seems there is none. Nina’s beautiful story of love 
and forgiveness is a restatement that beauty could be found even in the darkest of places.
Raised in a society where Hebrew Israelites did not know themselves enough, Nina saw 
an urgency to instill these truths into the DNA and consciousness of Hebrew Israelites by 
capturing their hearts and minds young. This is what fueled her decision to write a book for 
children – to guide them in the right path that they may grow up in it despite the half-truths 
and falsehoods around them. The Apple of His Eye is important to her because it sheds light on 
the historic heritage of Hebrew Israelites and offers basic, yet rich information that can aide in 
better enlightenment. It is also the duty of the adults present in the lives of children to discuss 
these truths with them, deepening their understanding. Nina’s aim is to shape tradition, alter 
perspectives and become a channel for conversion and enlightenment. Her purpose is to build 
a community of conscious, well-educated children with a firm knowledge of their history.
Nina hopes that these children will serve as a pivotal springboard for building generations 
that will be aware of their heritage and build a historically, morally and scripturally sound 
society. Her life goal is to inspire as many people as she can and allow encounters with her to 
be learning experiences that can be carried throughout their lives.

Visit www.ninaknaturals.com to learn more and stock up today!
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WWW.VERSECOMICSUSA.COM/SHOP

ALL HE EVER WANTED WAS FOR OSIRIS TO OPEN THE DOORS TO THE AFTERLIFE.  HE HAS BEEN WANTING THAT FOR OVER 3,000 
YEARS.  INSPIRED BY THE GRAMMY NOMINATED WEST COAST RAP ARTIST YUKMOUTH (1/2 OF THE HIP HOP DUO THE LUNIZ).

WRITTEN & CREATED BY B. VAN RANDALL | ILLUSTRATED BY JAREL THREAT
PREORDER YOUR COPY OF THE LEGEND OF YUKMOUTH TODAY!

      FEATURED COMIC/GRAPHIC NOVEL
“LEGEND NIPSEY”
Featured Illustration by Will Focus
www.TheOneWillFocus.com
IG & TW | @TheOneWillFocus

http://www.TheOneWillFocus.com
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Dapper Dr. Feel is a burgeoning Southern gentleman looking for love in all the wrong places while applying to medical 
school. He volunteers with autism awareness projects and hopes to mentor other young Black men. Join him on facebook 
and twitter at @DapperDrFeel.

Ready To Become a Beacon of Change | By Dapper Dr. Feel
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Singer, mother, HIV/AIDS advocate, and speaker. Tarshá Hamilton wears many hats 
and manages to do it with great poise. The former wife of Grammy Award-winning 
singer Anthony Hamilton has managed to become the woman she is today because 
of her perseverance and faith. Taji Mag was able to discuss all this and more in this 
edition of #BlackLoveConvo.

Dapper Dr. Feel (DDF): What made you fall in love with music and who influenced you? 
Tarshá Hamilton (TH): I was about 4 or 5 years old and I was singing away in a manger when I fell in 
love with music. I grew up in the church and watched other people sing, particularly gospel singer Lucretia 
Boldon. I would watch Lucretia and her sister sing every Sunday and learn from them. My mother also 
had a beautiful voice. I really discovered my talent at age 11. My church asked me to sing every Sunday 
morning. From there, I wanted to sing R&B like my idol Whitney Houston. 
DDF: How did your career begin as a professional singer/songwriter? 
TH: I started writing poetry first. After that, I moved into writing songs. My professional singing career 
began with my cousin. This band called S.O. Stereo needed background singers and invited me out. While 
with the band, I met a soul singer, Conya Doss, who later referred me to Anthony Hamilton. I auditioned 
over the phone and Anthony hired me. 
DDF: What have you learned? 
TH: I have learned a lot from traveling 20 plus years of background singing on tour. The most important 
thing I learned was how to be a professional and how to adapt. Anthony showed great poise a lot of times. 
When frustrating things would happen, he would just go with the flow. I traveled with him from the 
beginning of “Comin’ From Where I’m From” to 2008 when I did my solo album “McMillian Story”
DDF: What inspired that album? 
TH: My life. I made it serve as an inspirational album and telling my story in a poetic way. With this project, 
I was able to talk about losing my parents and my brother to HIV/AIDS. I wrote the song “Silence Kills” 
about my brother dealing with his HIV battle but wrote it in a way that didn’t tell whom I was speaking of 
and it wasn’t till later that he gave me permission to reveal the song 
was about him.
DDF: What message do you want to be put out there about HIV/
AIDS awareness? 
TH: My drive has been on soul healing. That and prevention have been 
my message because we can prevent new cases by using protection 
and having those infected be honest with people about our status. It’s 
a thin line on the Christian side because people preach abstinence, 
but the reality is that people are having sex. I would rather save a life 
then deal with the soul issues because it doesn’t mean anything if you 
are dead. 

Tarshá is currently touring as a background vocalist for Grammy-
nominated singer Fantasia Barrino. You can look up more of 
Tarshá Hamilton’s projects at www.instagram.com/tarsha_official. 

TARSHÁ HAMILTON: 
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A Taste of T Salon | www.atotsalon.com
   A private suite salon, specializing in locs, hair color, and wig repair services

Alexis B. Organics | www.alexisborganic.com
   Organic hair and skin care line formulated with ingredients from the Caribbean and Africa. 

Nappy Girl Inc | www.instagram.com/nappygirlnyc
   BNLS offers document preparation assistance and notarization services

The Kia Xperience, LLC | www.thekiaxperience.com
   Traveling Maryland-based hair stylist alos offering hair educatiom coaching services

Caliber X | www.caliberxco.com
   Providing credible, stylish, pieces of bespoke art that can be worn in your professional lives

Hood Adjacent Tees | www.hoodish.org
   Not just  an apparel company, but a movement. 

Melanin On The Map | www.melaninonthemap.com
   An app dedicated to travelers of color for information, inspiration, and motivation to explore

Pharaonic Brand Designs | www.pharaonicbrand.bigcartel.com
   Apparel created to inspire and motivate Greatness to melanated peoples across the globe

Black Gold Imaging | www.blackgoldimaging.com
   Image consulting firm created to allow clients to use style as a form of communication

Naj Danz Productions | www.najactz.wixsite.com/iamnaj/bio
   Offering various film services including writing, script editing, casting, producing, directing, etc

Launching With Law | www.launchingwithlaw.com
   Tranformational Leadership Coach, Keynote Speaker, Travel Vlogger, and CEO

Seven Essential LLC | www.sevenessentialllc.com
   Natural bath and body products such as soaps, deodorants, scrubs, body butter, and more

Travel N Sh!t | podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/travel-n-sh-t-podcast/id1438869765?mt=2 
   Podcast highlighting the experiences of a young Black woman from NYC traveling the world

Chelle B Beautiful Skin and Beauty | www.chellebbeautiful.com
   Skin and Beauty services and products specialized in treating the skin first

Majestea | www.mymajesteas.com
   Provides delicious and nutrious teas to the community including Sorrel and  Lemon Ginger
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Royal | Keisha Charmaine - @keishacharmaine
Photography | NayMarie - iamnaymarie
Makeup | Coco - @__brushqueen
Adornments & Hair | Uniquelywiredm - 
@Uniquelywiredm
Wardrobe | Ites Int. - @itesint
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